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Situation Analysis
Target Market
- Current post-secondary students or recent graduates
- Between the ages of 18-30
- Interested in travel and studying abroad
- Wanting to further education with a Bachelors Degree or Masters/Graduate program

Key Messages
- KOM Consultants makes the biggest transition and decision of your life a smooth one through their services for
students.
- KOM Consultants can help make the complicated application process for studying abroad an easy one.
- KOM Consultants delivers excellent customer care, and works hard to deliver all the information a student may
need for studying abroad, including answering any questions they may have.

Tone
- Fun, hip, engaging, young, and energetic
- Informational, trustworthy, and knowledgeable

Goals
- Drive interest in studying abroad amongst students (both current and future)
- Increase the amount of applications for international schools through KOM Consultants
- Become a thought leader, and go-to source for studying abroad amongst Canadian students
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Audit
Facebook
Number of likes:
1,300
Primary age group:
18-24 (23% female, 20% male)
Secondary age group:
25-34 (15% female, 12% male)

Current uses:
- To inform students about upcoming campus visits and information sessions
- Sharing information about the partner universities
- Sharing fun photos, memes, and links

Strengths
- Currently the KOM Consultants Facebook page has a large following.
- The KOM Consultants Facebook page is actively being used with regular posting.

Weaknesses
- The content being posted on the Facebook page right now is very inconsistent, and doesn’t follow one style.
This includes the photos and visuals, plus the written content.
- Posting frequency is inconsistent. Sometimes the Facebook page is posted on multiple times a day, and then
there will be multiple days in a row where no new content goes up.
- Twitter and Facebook seem to be somewhat connected, therefore content that is written for Twitter is also
being posted on Facebook. Since these are two very different platforms the content is not suited for each
platform. Tags and hashtags aren’t properly being transferred from Twitter to Facebook and there are a lack of
visuals.

Opportunities
- Real images seem to get more traction as oppose to stock images or other images randomly found online.
Example: Australia winter vs. Canadian winter posts, photos of campus visits, and photos from the international
campuses.
- The current target market of KOM Consultants are active users of Facebook. (84% of Facebook users fall
between 19-29.)1

Threats
- Facebook has a very complex algorithm, which alters how frequently Facebook posts get shown within a users
newsfeed. When a user logs into their Facebook there are approximately 1,500 stories waiting for them to see,
Facebook’s algorithm prioritizes these stories by what they would be most interested in seeing, not by what was
1

Who is Using Social Media? http://www.entrepreneur.com/article/230629
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posted most frequently.2
- Students looking to study abroad would not have KOM Consultants come to mind initially. Many students
would do a general search on studying abroad, or reach out to the school directly.

Twitter
Number of followers:
305
Current Uses:
- Live-tweeting from campus visits and events
- Sharing information and links to events and campus visits

Strengths
- The KOM Consultants Twitter page is actively being used, and regularly posted on.
- Twitter is a great platform to connect with affiliated schools, which KOM Consultants is already doing by
tagging campuses in their posts.
- Currently have a good use of visuals within Tweets, which is great for standing out amongst news feeds.
Weaknesses
- Currently the KOM Twitter is heavily used to promote campus visits but not much else, meaning that unless a
student attends the schools KOM is visiting, they aren’t getting any value from following the KOM Twitter.
- Minimal to no use in hashtags.
- The tweet format seems to be off. For example, there are several tweets with links before words. (See below
photo)

- Some tweets are starting with tagging a university or college therefore when visiting the KOM Consultants
news feed these appear under the “Tweets & Replies” tab as oppose to the regular “Tweet” feed. (See below
photo)

Guide to the Facebook News Feed Algorithm: http://sproutsocial.com/insights/facebook-news-feedalgorithm-guide/
2
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Opportunities
- Huge chance to grow following and build online relationships.
- Opportunity to use Twitter as a go-to source and platform for students to ask questions.
Threats
- Posting unrelated posts/content without a direct tie-in like the World Juniors, can attract followers that aren’t
relevant.
- Twitter is a fast moving platform and if you aren’t posting regularly it’s easy for your message to get lost in the
feed.

YouTube
Subscribers:
9
Views:
3,208
Current Uses:
- Sharing videos from university specific webinars
- Sharing videos from university staff and faculty with more information about programs, campuses, etc.
Strengths
- Place to get more information about programs and schools.
- Have a fair share of videos that are great sources of content and can be reused or repurposed.

Weaknesses
- No tags are used to optimize the videos for better search results.
- Videos are extremely long, with little views.
- Currently no welcome page setup. (See below photo)
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Opportunities
- YouTube has endless creative possibilities.
- YouTube reaches more adults aged 18 to 34 (KOM’s target) than any single cable network and ranked as the
top place to watch content.3
- Great opportunity to visually showcase the campuses, schools, etc.

Threats
- Most viewers dropping off at max 2 minutes of watching.

Tumblr
Current Uses:
- Sharing links to external content on other websites
- Reposting photos related to student life, and the locations that campuses are in
Strengths
- Sharing relevant student photos and memes.
- Have a variety of different content from photos, to videos, to links/information.
Weaknesses
- Tumblr is a visually heavy platform and currently the majority of KOM’s content is just links to other places.
- Currently there are minimal to no followers following the KOM Tumblr page.
- Engagement is non-existent with the content that KOM is posting.
- There is no consistency in posting content, and the content being posted.
Opportunities
- Opportunity to showcase the cities schools reside in and the campuses themselves.
Threats
- Tumblr is heavily a visual platform; you need professional, captivating images to be successful.
- Many people don’t go to Tumblr for information such as the type of information KOM Consultants would be
offering, but more broad topics like “Quotes”, “Inspiration”, “DIY” as oppose to “Canadian students looking to
study abroad.”
- Most people don’t leave Tumblr for external sites, they like to keep their activity within Tumblr, making it hard
to drive traffic to a website or blog.

Pinterest
Followers:
19

Pins:
105

3

Social Media Demographics: www.businessinsider.com/2014-social-media-demographics-update-2014-9
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Boards:
14

Current Uses:
- Sharing more information about the campuses and the cities they are located in
- Sharing helpful tips and information for students, and students studying abroad
- Re-pinning others information, and also creating unique information/posts
Strengths
- Many boards for those of different interests.
- Multiple pins/pretty active.
- Mixture of own content, and re-pinned content.

Weaknesses
- Currently there doesn’t seem to be much of a plan behind the Pinterest page, as it seems that the pins are
random and inconsistent.
- The original pins KOM is posting are mainly using logos as images, which aren’t as visually appealing and
won’t garner much traction.
- No engagement with our current posts.

Opportunities
- Great visual place to advertise the campuses and location of the campuses to prospective students.

Threats
- Pinterest is highly a lifestyle platform, and many people don’t use it to find information on businesses or
schools.
- Majority (70%) of the demographic on this platform are women and fall between the ages of 25-34 (the older
end of KOM Consultants target).4

Google+
Followers:
9

Views:
26,976

Current Uses:
- Sharing information about campus tours and events
- Posting links to blog posts without much context around it
- Sharing videos that are posted on YouTube (Google+ does this automatically)
Strengths

4

Pinterest Statistics: https://www.pinterest.com/pin/234257618087475827/
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- Page is completely setup and visually appealing.
- Quite a few views on the minimal content that has been posted.

Weaknesses
- Much of the content on Google+ that is currently shared is shared in a Twitter format, therefore tagging and
hashtags aren’t properly imported or optimized.
- Currently no hashtags are being utilized, making it harder for people to find KOM’s content.
- KOM Consultants is currently a part of no communities, which could help expand the audience that the KOM
content is reaching.
- KOM has minimal connections or circles on their profile.
- Many links shared in content have no descriptions/posts with them.
- Minimal visuals being utilized in posts.

Opportunities
- Google+ is very helpful for search engine optimization.
- Great place to share blog content and draw traffic to website.
- Change to interact with groups and communities of potential prospective students.
Threats
- Hard to get engagement and traction on Google+.
- Fading platform and there has been rumours Google is going to get rid of it.

Blog
Current Uses:
- Mainly used as a news platform sharing information on applying, events, and campus visits
- Information about specific universities and their requirements, scholarships, application processes
Strengths
- Have the capability to post regularly, and are currently posting on a regular basis.
- Lots of information for those seeking information on applying, and campus visits.
Weaknesses
- Currently labeled “latest news” on the KOM website which is not encouraging people to visit as they don’t
believe it is a blog.
- The layout of the blog currently is not user friendly, making it hard for people to find old posts, or find any posts
other than the most recent.
- No visuals are currently being used on the blog at all, which is key to driving engagement, and actually
intriguing people to read the posted content.
- Blog is treated like latest news and not like a blog, there isn’t any unique, shareable content but more just
information.
- Posting daily which is way too frequent, especially for this type of layout as other posts get lost quickly and
never seen.
- Too many categories down the side, making it hard for viewers to find relevant content.
- Little to no content that is shareable and that students would want to pass along to others.
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Opportunities
- Lots of creative flexibility around the study abroad topic that can be used for engaging content.
Threats
- Blog space is very over saturated.
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Recommendations
Primary Social Channels
Facebook
Overview:
Currently Facebook is very inconsistent with the content being shared, and when it is being shared. The current
Facebook page is not garnering much engagement or traction because the content that is being shared is not
always relatable or only would appeal to a specific area of the target market (for example for students at the
specific campus KOM is visiting). Although content about campus visits and events is important to share, it’s
important to develop other content to surround these posts to make KOM’s followers want to keep coming
back to visit.
Objective of Facebook:
To generate awareness and interest in the campuses that KOM Consultants is partnered with and become a
thought leader in the Canada’s studying abroad industry.

Posting Frequency:
It is recommended that posting on Facebook occurs maximum once a day, to be sure not to overwhelm the
current following and cause them to unlike the KOM Consultants page. It is recommended to post once a day
or once every second day (approximately 4 times a week).
Recommended Uses:
- Drive traffic to the blog
- Sharing photos from events
- Sharing information and photos from the international schools KOM works with
- Share tips and quick facts of information that students may need for studying abroad

Suggestions and Ideas:
- Theme days of the week and stick to them for consistency. For example: Travel Tip Tuesday, Study Abroad
Saturday, Throwback Thursday, Fan Follow Friday, etc. This will allow for followers to always know what to expect
and also improve consistency of posting and types of posting throughout the week.
- Work on developing more original content to be shared on Facebook. If the blog and YouTube content is
improved it will give the Facebook page more unique, engaging content to share as oppose to always
news/announcements, and inconsistent/misplaced posts.
Sample Posts:
Travel Tip Tuesday! Today’s tip comes from Annabelle, a business student studying at Griffith University [tag
university] in Australia.
“Before starting your semester abroad, fly in early to give you time to explore the area and get your bearings of
your new city.”
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Choosing to study abroad can be an exciting but overwhelming time. What do you need to get done before
you board that plane and fly to another part of the world? Check out our latest blog post for our handy to-do
list. [Link to blog post]

Hey Fanshawe, Sheridan & Humber! [Tag colleges] We are coming out to visit you this week on campus. Have
questions or want to learn more about studying abroad? Come visit us!
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Measurement:
Facebook activity will be measured through the built-in insights5 available through the KOM Consultants
Facebook fan page. These insights are free and allow for the ability to analyze each individual post to gather
information on what posts are working, and what aren’t.
Other Notes and Suggestions:
- Disconnect Twitter from automatically sharing on Facebook
- Work with a designer to develop a database of photos and template KOM can use on social media and
easily edit/alter to keep branding consistent
- Develop a database of great, high quality photos that match the KOM Consultants brand to use on
Facebook (plus other platforms)
- Use more as a source to provide unique, valuable content as oppose to mainly using it as a place to share
and promote events, this way the content is relatable to every student interested in studying abroad and not
just students that are at the campuses you are visiting.

Twitter
Overview:
Twitter is currently being underutilized in the sense that the only content that is mainly being shared is of events
happening on campuses and notices of future events. KOM Consultants is missing a huge opportunity to
connect and engage with students that are interested in studying abroad or at one of the partnered
institutions, but don’t want to hear only about the events at other campuses. Keeping a mix of news related
content, and informational, unique information is key to building the Twitter presence of KOM.

Objective of Twitter:
To increase engagement amongst the target market, and use as a platform to not only share content but also
interact with students, and answer questions.
5

Guide to the New Facebook Insights: http://www.socialmediaexaminer.com/new-facebook-insights/
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Recommended Uses:
- Drive traffic to the blog
- Use as a customer service tool for students to ask questions and get answers
- Interacting with the schools that KOM will be attending throughout the school year
- Sharing tips and facts of information on studying abroad
- Host or join study abroad Twitter chats to engage with the community
Suggestions and Ideas:
- Host regular Twitter chats6 for students to participate in on a bi-weekly or monthly basis to ask questions. Have
campus and/or program specific chats, and invite key people from those universities to help answer any
questions. These can also be hosted by the universities where KOM Consultants can cross promote and join in.
- Seek out study abroad Twitter chats that are already happening and join in on the discussion. Even if these
aren’t specific to Canadian students, they can help build the KOM Consultants brand and reputation (plus
following).
- Participate in relevant hashtag trends such as throwback Thursday (#TBT) or Follow Friday (#FF), plus any
trending topics that KOM Consultants can join in on.
- Develop KOM specific hashtags that go with weekly themes that are on Facebook like Travel Tip Tuesday, etc.
- Interact with partnered universities and their students.
- Retweet and share content from own blog, and other people’s websites/blogs that have relevant content for
studying abroad.

Sample Content:
Hey @SheridanCollege students! We will be visiting your #Trafalgar campus this Thursday from 2-5pm to chat
studying abroad. [Link to more information]

#TravelTipTues! @AnnabelleSmith, a student at @GriffithU shares her one piece of advice for students wanting
to #StudyAbroad. [Attach above photo used on Facebook]

Thinking of #StudyingAbroad? What’s the biggest concern or fear that is stopping you?

The Ultimate guide to Hosting a Twitter Chat: http://www.forbes.com/sites/stevecooper/2013/09/30/theultimate-guide-to-hosting-a-tweet-chat/
6
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Can’t keep everything straight that you need to do before embarking to #StudyAbroad? Check out our to-do
list on our blog: [Link to blog post]

Measurement:
Twitter performance will be measured through the built-in analytics7 that are currently offered free through
Twitter.com. These analytics will allow for KOM to analyze what tweets are performing best, view the
demographics of their following, plus gage the amount of people posts are reaching.

Other Notes and Suggestions:
- Develop a template or expectations of how tweets should be formulated for maximum success. Refer to
sample content above for examples of how a tweet should be constructed. Note: keep links at the end of
tweets, and avoid tweets that aren’t driving your target to more information.
- Consistently use hashtags and seek out popular hashtags within your target market you can use or join in on

YouTube
Overview:
YouTube is a huge opportunity for KOM Consultants to take advantage of. Not only does it provide visual
content for all the other social platforms but it also is a platform that a huge portion of the target market uses
(whether they subscribe to channels or not). Currently YouTube is being underutilized, as many of the videos
being posted are way longer than many students would stay engaged (average view duration is 2.47 minutes
on KOM Consultants channel currently). Although the content that is currently being posted is very valuable,
most of the target market doesn’t have the retention rate to watch them in their entirety.

Goal of YouTube:
Create content that is engaging, and fun, that entices students to explore the option of studying abroad.

Posting Frequency:
It is recommended that posting happen on YouTube at a minimum of twice a month (bi-weekly). With YouTube
in order to gain subscribers, and make use of the impact video and YouTube can have, it is necessary to
regularly be posting, just like other social networks.

7

How to Use Twitter Analytics to Find Important Data: http://www.socialmediaexaminer.com/twitter-analytics/
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Recommended Uses:
- Providing more information to students about the schools they can attend abroad
- Creating a platform where KOM can visually provide students with the answers to their questions
- Provide information on studying abroad for students

Suggestions and Ideas:
- Create shorter videos (maximum 2.5 min) that deliver tidbits of important information or useful information for
students wanting to study abroad as oppose to long length videos.
- Take the key information from Webinars and use that as a way to develop smaller bits of content. Such as:
shorter videos, “key takeaway” blog posts and quick tidbit Twitter and Facebook posts.
- Show more of an inside look of the universities with campus tours, interviewing students, campus facilities, etc.
since most students won’t get to physically visit the campus before attending.
- Frequently asked question videos where the questions are generated and pre-submitted by future students.
Sample Content:
Sample “About Us” Video. This concept can be utilized in many different ways:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ReL4gVygJMg
Sample tips or list post:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mmk2OkOYt30
Measurement:
YouTube performance will be analyzed through the free analytic tool8 that is available through YouTube. This
tool will provide information on the number of views and traction videos are getting, including how much of the
video viewers are actually watching.

Other Notes and Suggestions:
- Add an intro page to the YouTube channel with a captivating and fun intro video.

8

Guide to Your YouTube Analytics: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AUU9urHAwco
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Secondary Social Channels
Pinterest
Overview:
Pinterest holds a big opportunity to visually showcase the campuses of the schools that KOM Consultants work
with and the cities they are in. It gives students an opportunity to visually see and explore what campus life and
their future school could be like. Currently Pinterest is being utilized for this use but there is a lot of other content
that is on the Pinterest page that is not very visually appealing. Below in my suggestions will help brand the
Pinterest page to be professional, appealing, and engaging for students.

Objective of Pinterest:
To use as a place to visually show off KOM’s partner campuses and the cities they reside in to further inform and
show students what is available to them in the school and the cities.
Posting Frequency:
It is recommended that Pinterest be utilize on a daily basis or at least 4 times a week. The reasoning for this is so
those that are following KOM are regularly seeing posts in their feed from KOM, and continue to follow, share,
and re-pin the posts that they enjoy. Also, it is important to not only access Pinterest once and awhile because
all the pins/posts KOM Consultants makes will flood followers news feed, leading them to unfollow the KOM
boards.
Recommended Uses:
- Visually showing off the campuses abroad that students can study at
- Sharing blog content
- Visually advertising the cities and the must-do things to visit and do in the cities that campuses are located
- Re-pinning information that would be valuable to an international student or a student considering studying
abroad
Suggestions and Ideas:
- Edit all the pins that don’t currently have visually appealing photos such as bad stock images or logos, and
stay clear from those photos going forward
- Focus more on overall campus and city boards as oppose to program specific boards
- Edit current board cover photos to be consistent and all visually appealing like title pages (see below photo)
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Content Inspiration:
- Sharing content with a visually appealing cover photos that stand out in a Pinterest feed and tell the reader
what they are about to click on. (See below photo for a sample)

Measurement:
Convert the KOM Consultants page into a business account to access Pinterest’s built in analytics9. Use this tool
to view and track the engagement and traction of KOM Consultants Pinterest profile for free.
Other Notes and Suggestions:
- Fix profile name so it is not cut off when visiting the page. Currently the profile name is too long.
- All photos used on Pinterest page should be created in line with all other social media mediums and have

9

How to Use Pinterest Analytics: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YIlEklJKbWM
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consistent branding. This is for any pins that KOM Consultants is specifically creating, not pins that are being repinned from other uses. Avoid the use of stock photos, logos, clipart, or poor quality visuals.
- Re-pins and pins of photos of the cities the campuses reside in, don’t necessarily need to have the above
branding, but should always be high quality.

Google+
Overview:
Google+ isn’t a strong platform to garner a lot of interaction and engagement with the target market, but the
reason it is recommended to keep it is for search engine optimization (SEO) purposes. Since Google owns
Google+, it assists with improving where KOM Consultants falls in Google search.
Objective of Google+:
To improve search engine optimization by sharing regular content and connecting with circles, communities
and other Google+ users.

Posting Frequency:
It is recommended that posting on Google+ happen as regularly as Facebook, once a day or once every two
days.

Recommended Uses:
- Driving traffic to blog
- Driving traffic to website
- Sharing content in related groups such as: Canadian schools, Canadian student groups, and study abroad
groups.

Suggestions and Ideas:
- Join general study abroad circles/communities
- Find students that are currently on Google+ and connect with them
- Seek out colleges and universities that are on Google+ and connect with them, post on their walls (if possible)
and add to your circles
- Regularly interact with content being shared around the industry

Sample Content:
* Content should be similar to what is being shared on Facebook but utilize the use of hashtags. See below for a
sample of a post. Note that you can’t copy and pasta hashtags on Google+ you need to enter each
individually to make sure it registers as a clickable hashtag.
Travel Tip Tuesday! Today’s tip comes from Annabelle, a business student studying at Griffith University [tag
university] in Australia.
“Before starting your semester abroad, fly in early to give you time to explore the area and get your bearings of
your new city.”
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#Travel #StudyAbroad #StudyingAbroad #StudyInAustralia #Australia #Sydney #StudentLife #GriffithUniversity
#CanadaStudents #Students #College #University

Measurement:
Unfortunately analytics aren’t built into Google+, so the majority of the measurement will be done through the
amount of views and followers the page has, and if anyone in the groups are engaging with the content.

Other Notes and Suggestions:
- Post content with links, great visuals, and hashtags

Other:
Tumblr
It is recommended that Tumblr be removed from the current social media strategy. The reasoning behind
removing Tumblr from the current strategy is because right now KOM Consultants is on way to many platforms
to properly utilize or dedicate time to. Social media is all about quality over quantity and Tumblr does not seem
to be the right channel for KOM to currently be on. Since Tumblr is an image heavy platform, people are
unlikely to leave the Tumblr site to visit the KOM blog or website from it, therefore Tumblr doesn’t appear to
reach any of the recommended goals of KOM’s social media.
Blog
Overview:
The blog will be the most important component to guarantee the success of the rest of the social media
channels. The blog currently is very much being treated as a news update page as oppose to generating
unique, shareable and valuable content for the target demographic. Once the content is improved, there will
be plenty of content to share on other social channels that is unique and will begin to develop the KOM
reputation into a thought leader in the study abroad industry in Canada.
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Objectives of the blog:
- To create valuable and unique content that engages students and prospective students, and encourages
them to want to learn more about studying abroad.
- To position KOM Consultants as a thought leader in the study abroad category within Canada.

Posting Frequency:
With blogs it is important to remember that it is all about quality over quantity. One good piece of content
should be able to be shared through multiple platforms, for multiple days, and be recycled later down the
road. It is recommended that there is a minimum of two posts being posted on the blog per week, not
including informational posts such as campus visits, or other news.
Recommended Uses:
- Share relevant news and information that is important for students to know (such as what you’re doing now
but limiting it to be less frequent)
- More unique content that is not just news and information. Content that delivers information and value.
- Stick to lists, tidbits of information, posts with lots of visuals, gifs and memes, as these are the types of content
that students look for. They are more likely to read a full post in these formats then one that is very word heavy.
Suggestions and Ideas:
- Content surrounding studying abroad, tips for studying abroad, tips about the universities, programs and cities,
advice from past students that have studied at prospective universities + from past students that applied
through KOM, etc.

Sample Layout Ideas:
These are some samples of great laid out blogs that are visually appealing and user friendly. Note the strong
use of visuals, the ease of navigating and finding posts on specific subject matters.
Design Milk: http://design-milk.com/
Ecoki: http://ecoki.com/
Valerie & Valise: http://www.valisemag.com/
The Circuit.ca: http://thecircuit.ca/
Salvation Army: http://blog.salvationarmyusa.org/

Measurement:
The blog and website should be set up through Google Analytics10. This can usually be easily set up with a
Google Analytics account and Wordpress and will allow for regular reports and analytics to be pulled around
blog posts and the overall website traffic.

Other Notes and Suggestions:
- Revamp of the layout of the blog. Currently the blog layout is not user friendly, as it requires users to scroll
endlessly to find content, the categories on the side don’t make it easy to find content, and it isn’t visually

How to Install Google Analytics to Wordpress for Beginners: http://www.wpbeginner.com/beginnersguide/how-to-install-google-analytics-in-wordpress/
10
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appealing. All factors that will turn people away from reading it!

Conclusion & Next Steps
KOM Consultants key target markets are active social media users and influencers. This is a huge opportunity for
KOM to utilize social media to reach their target and become a though leader within the study abroad industry
in Canada. Currently the social media channels are inconsistent and not reaching their full potential. With the
recommendations outlined in this strategy, my suggestions for next steps would be as follows:
1) Find a website designer/developer to help improve and revamp the layout of the KOM blog (and potentially
website in the long-term) to make more user friendly, and appealing for the target market.
2) Develop a yearlong content calendar that will outline important dates, holidays etc.
3) Find a graphic designer to work with to develop a bank of templates and images to use across social media
channels.
4) Develop a monthly content calendar to utilize and follow going forward to assist with consistency in posting.
This should be developed each month and should also include blog topics/blog posts that will be posted.
5) Find a videographer to work with to develop engaging YouTube videos on a consistent basis.
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